
Term 6 is always an extremely 
busy term with transition and 
preparation for the next steps 
especially those joining us and 
those moving on to the next stage 

after school. 

It was lovely to start to show next 
year’s secondary intake families 
around the department face to 
face this week. It seems so 
strange that we have not been 

able to do this up until this point. 

If you are looking for weekend activities PIER One is an 
inclusive music project that has run before in Brighton 
and is going to start running on Saturday mornings in 
Eastbourne. I know that some of our young people 
enjoyed taking part in the Brighton group so if you want 

more information please contact us. 

It looks like it is going to be hot this weekend and the hot 
weather will continue into next week. As the sun is at its 
strongest this time of year, it is important to wear 
protection (clothes and cream), stay in the shade as 

much as possible when outside and keep hydrated. 

I hope you have a lovely weekend, 

Sophie 
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CLASS 1 

SUN CREAM 
Check out Class Dojo to see Max from Class 5     

      demonstrating our Sign of the Week  

SIGN OF THE WEEK 

CLASS 7  
DATES FOR YOUR DIARY  

Inset Day - Friday 9th July  

Last Day of Term 6 -Thursday 22nd July 

Inset Day - Friday 23rd July  

Class 1 have been thinking about how our senses respond to different 
textures or temperatures. Vinnie also made a tour of the school predicting 
and measuring the temperature in different parts of the building.  
As part of the work we froze items in ice blocks then tried different ways to 
melt the ice, such as warming it with our feet, brushing it or tipping on 
warm water. Pupils identified whether they preferred warm or cold and 
Vinnie evaluated which strategy to free the items from the ice was the 
most effective. 

Class 7 went to Shinewater park to look at all the 
geese and goslings. We used our visit to inspire our art 

this week.  



 
  

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

FE2 

FE STUDENT OF THE WEEK 

FE6 

SECONDARY PUPIL OF THE WEEK 

At the end of last term, pupils from FE6 took part in a         
community car wash. We washed the college minibuses and a 

few lucky members of staff even had their cars washed!  

FE2 have changed their display to “Summer” this week! Here 

they are doing the craft work! 


